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That is a promotional book which will be given freely normally as possible. It contains the first few
chapters of the entire version of the book. To survive, they have to solve a two thousand year old legend
and figure out how to rely on each other as they haven't done before. Of training course not all monsters
and legends trust everyone. When a barge filled with chemicals wreaks on the Rheine River, the locals say it
really is all because of the Lady of the Lorelei. Leon and his group of adventurers consider the first plane
they are able to to look at the Legend of the Lorelei wishing to improve their falling rankings and save

their jobs. Leon Crypto loves chasing legends and monsters around the world. He and his team, Crypto & Co,
have been making an excellent living at it for three years on national tv. Of course they have been only

chasing them because everyone understands that monsters and legends usually do not can be found. They
find themselves helping the local police in order to solve a hideous murder and strange missing person’s case.
As they delve deeper into the case, they end up caught in the center of an age aged war. Unfortunately,

one of the team has a secret which will shake the building blocks of everything they knew to be
accurate.Legends become more active on the Rheine. They will have to find out who they are really and only

the energy of their friendship can stop the oncoming darkness. Who's the girl of the Lorelei and do she
really cause the accident on the Rheine? She is not telling and who'll survive THE NIGHT TIME at the

Lorelei.
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